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Opportunity & Vision:
● The SEG TMDP Account is essential to enable a solid, reliable, sustainable economic 
system that provides a high quality and high performance machinery industry in Canada.

●  This supports and converges a wide range of integrated professional trades such as design 
engineering, pattern making, casting, machining, tooling, jigs & fixtures, environmental and 
process controls, plant engineering and production infra-structure, personal and automated 
production systems, welding, electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, finishing, 
assembly, sales and marketing, in addition to end user markets and opportunities in 
machinery financing and asset deployment.

● A challenging, rewarding and enjoyable work environment is promoted, an enhanced quality  
of life and a higher value added self sufficient economic zone that contributes to a sustainable 
society that has the capacity to provide for the quality of life for communities, families, 
individuals and enterprises, with a bigger national vision that is essential to nation building 
and more money in the pocket. Without a doubt, the ability to vastly improve and influence 
performance, national economics with an amplified industrial destiny makes a lot of sense 
even if it takes work, thinking and strategic action.

● We can have all this and more by choice! Creating jobs means one thing, buy, build, save & 
invest in more Made in Canada eh! Talk about austerity measures...don't you miss the little  
red and white Made in Canada sticker yet?

Explore & Discover:
●  Fixed and convertible value, fixed and variable compensation and terms up to 5 years, 
fixed and variable distribution frequency, plus exchange options and conditional acquisition 
rights, units, common shares and revenue compensation kicking in after production and sales 
are en route with outstanding conversion premiums.

● Purchase orders, special orders, co-operative buying groups, entrepreneurs, small and 
medium sized enterprises, education other facilities for skill and trade development,  
integrated business units.

● A long term national industrial security policy development program for Canada enables us 
to stand on guard for Canada like it means something. Doing the right thing for all the right  
reasons enables right results. Get with the program eh!

● General and specialized machinery portfolios are available, direct assets and resources to a 
particular machine. Contributions may be converted, redeemed, exchanged or otherwise 
acquired directly or indirectly, for those who need it, plus various revenues and  bonus, VIP  
and all that fun and down to earth stuff we are famous for.

Advance to : SEG_TMDP Portfolio [SEG_P_TMDP] : [Order_SEG_P_TMDP]

Continue to page 2 & 3 for more advantage!
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More advantage: (since we like shop talk!)
●  The Tools & Machinery Development Program account has medium acquisition timeline 
that  can work with special orders, production runs and special RSVP options and logistics 
with an increasing ability for faster acquisition timelines once operations are underway.

●  This program has major aspects in design engineering, casting and machining, assembly 
and logistics, marketing and sales, contributions, investment and related business options. 
The resource requirements and initial model and series development will take energy at the 
beginning and as production runs are initiated greater economies of scale will be attainable, 
with considerable personnel requirements in all aspects.

●   The emphasis is on tools and machinery that form a solid portfolio or production capacity 
that is feature rich with performance, quality and durability that lasts and lasts.  This is 
industrial quality not consumer products. They are directed to being an essential generator to 
wealth producing power and customization, with safety, efficiency and design elements that 
will never go out of style. 

●   The trust earned through engineering, design, performance, value and a growing list of 
clients over time, combined with co-operative long term business relationships, mutual 
options, revenue streams and more ways to generate and share the prosperity for all those 
involved with this program and portfolio will be just some of the reasons for success. 

●   There is a lot more to success than just great tools and machinery, but it is a really good  
place to start.  Getting the job done, no questions asked and that is not open to discussion  
like some computer programs or operating systems that just don't cut it. The “Push that 
button, turn me on, loving every minute of it” song is a good match for this endeavour.

●   It is envisioned that an enterprise acquiring products from the TMDP may have extra 
resources through CVI or other agency or entity, to expand business without the typical 
formula that often results in massive debts, have secure asset and resource management in 
place, have solid risk and liability options, with responsible management of all resources and 
commercial requirements, while maximizing value and operational capabilities, performance 
and overall success.

●  Demand for financing, investment, acquisition, trade, asset protection, asset deployment 
with deal making flexibility are all part of this portfolio. Price tag can vary depending on the 
machine type, condition and features. Surveys are en route, in addition to more 
comprehensive general and specific offers and requests for this portfolio for a more pro-active 
and market driven responsive capacity. 

●  Additional combinations of revenue stream generation, financing or provision of machinery 
for Member/Co-trustee requirements convenient and efficiently. Special Promotions and 
Compensation are always under development, as our ability to have machinery in advance or 
with a build on demand short acquisition lead time for may vary. 

Continue to page 3 for more advantage!
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●  With the MAX RSVP Accounts strategic build and acquisition advantage is in place with the 
convenience of lead time, inventory financing and production ready. This works for members 
contributing to the portfolio with the intention of acquiring tools and machinery or simply 
participate in the development, production, inventory financing and business operations.

●  We really are excited about machinery in general, especially the  Tools & Machinery 
Development Program Account, that is dedicated to the re-establishment of a very necessary 
industry in Canada. With the right resources and people we can get this going quickly and 
profitably as there are large markets plus, the outlook for creating solid, good paying jobs,  
generate a long lasting top quality high performance machine that has the red and white 
Made in Canada sticker on it looks really great! 

● The Tools & Machinery Development Program involves initial organizations, business 
combinations, joint ventures, new and existing companies. The main idea of strategic 
enterprise development is directed to a specific industry and focused on a certain type of  
machinery. We believe that this is essential for economic well being whether it is for national  
industrial security or generating an extremely dynamic, robust, innovative and inventive 
operating environment, that delivers greatly enhanced and augmented potential for 
community prosperity, excellent job and career opportunities, in addition to build national 
industrial assets and capabilities. This is the time and place to tool up and machine a new 
future where all the pieces in the puzzle of life fit so well together.

● Since we are involved in industrial and economic renaissance of nation building, this 
program has exciting elements integrated throughout the CVI-Options. This is translated into 
new technology, revitalized and re-deployed resources, new products and improved 
production methods, infrastructure, research, development and production capacity. What is 
also very good is that the production industries working with the machines can generate long 
term feedback, suggestions and customization that is mutually beneficial to all participating 
members. Personnel requirements for machinery engineers, production and the supporting 
and administrative cast, are significant, and may be optimized throughout all machinery type 
projects, in addition to their specialty. Everyone wins. 

● The program and portfolio can be further utilized in any number of companies that may 
need to acquire, supply, lease or sell machinery. As you can see by now, we are more 
interested in keeping the really good jobs in Canada eh! All the more reason to check out  
more of the exciting CVI-Options for all those who like a real diversification for the portfolio or 
workshop that enables us to buy, build, save and invest with Made in Canada eh!

Tool up and put that in your portfolio! We have a lot of work to do!

OK, let's build a new machine!
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